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Top Trends for 2050
Twenty-six teams played the Big Sort, November 8-9, 2023. The following table shows the aggregate 
results of the high impact and high certainty trends facing Kent County through 2050. 
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Feedback from the Big Sort
All feedback is available here.

What does the Big Sort tell us? 

What surprised you, or what new insights did you gain?

What surprised you, or what new insights did you gain?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vPO_tvoxM6J3gXwZ8mOhtxL7Dg9UMLsI/view?usp=sharing
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DELPHI SURVEY
What do local stakeholders consider most important for the future of the Kent County community by 2050? 
This report synthesizes insights from a two-part survey to guide Kent County's future. Gathering responses 
from 112-155 residents across 33 ZIP codes, notably 49503, 49506, and 49507, between September 18 
and November 7, 2023, it offers strategic insights for community leaders. While these findings are 
insightful, they are not fully representative of the entire county due to the sample size. We also provide 
rankings for probability and impact where possible to help prioritize, but the sample size and statistical 
significance variations limit them. Complete results are here.

These three themes deserve to be at the center of our community’s attention:

Affordable Housing & Housing Availability – Includes addressing housing shortages, diverse types of 
housing, housing opportunities for all income levels, homelessness, availability and affordability of 
housing, suburban sprawl, and advocating for housing in urban areas and preservation of rural farmland. 
Respondents expect that substantial improvement or progress on this theme will generate the highest 
impact on this community by 2050.

Economic Growth & Sustainability – Includes addressing long-term economic sustainability, attracting 
new businesses, supporting existing ones, economic mobility for area residents, attracting and retaining 
talent, employment opportunities, economic disparities, and fostering pro-business policies and 
investments to differentiate Kent County from other economic regions. Respondents expect that the Kent 
County community will most likely see substantial improvement or progress on this theme by 2050.

Inclusive Community – Includes tackling disparities in health, education, housing, and employment; 
promoting transparent decision-making with diverse voices; nurturing community unity; and improving 
every resident's quality of life regardless of background, eliminating barriers rooted in bias or prejudice. 
Respondents expect that substantial improvement or progress on this theme will generate the highest 
impact on this community by 2050.

The three best things our community can achieve right now:

Housing & Affordable Living – Address affordable housing challenges, support struggling families, and 
ensure all residents have a place to live.

Economic Growth & Development – Stimulate economic growth, support entrepreneurs, and enhance 
infrastructure. Foster a robust economy, prioritize infrastructure projects, and develop key community 
assets. Respondents expect that the Kent County community will most likely see substantial improvement 
or progress on this theme by 2050.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jVqxcTGqgMwpXsklcROv3GfN0Zgyj7Lk0tgG0_CtIcE/edit?usp=sharing
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Collaboration and Effective Resource Use – Optimize resource efficiency by collaborating with various 
groups like government, nonprofits, and community stakeholders. Foster fairness and effectiveness in 
allocating resources.

Vision: By 2050, the Kent County community shines at its absolute best because it reflects these:

Inclusive Community – At its absolute best, the Kent County community is a model of togetherness. 
Regardless of background or appearance, everyone feels welcomed and valued. Everyone has the 
opportunity to afford a home and grow roots. Every child receives a quality education that helps them 
thrive in the future. Strong community bonds connect everyone, and decisions are made with everyone's 
input in mind. Respondents expect that substantial improvement or progress on this theme will generate 
the highest impact on this community by 2050.

Flourishing Economic Hub – At its absolute best, the Kent County community is a top spot in the Midwest 
for businesses and talented people. Ideal for tech, healthcare, and entrepreneurs, it boasts a growing 
economy and modern infrastructure. Young professionals find it not just appealing but rewarding to 
establish their careers here. Kent County's success melds business and community, prioritizing purpose 
alongside prosperity. Respondents expect that the Kent County community will most likely see substantial 
improvement or progress on this theme by 2050.

Balancing Nature and Development – At its absolute best, the Kent County community balances modern 
infrastructure with nature's beauty. Public transportation links cities and serene parks, giving residents 
diverse experiences. The community prioritizes sustainable practices, from green architecture to renewable 
energy projects. This dedication to the environment, combined with smart urban growth, provides residents 
with an unmatched lifestyle while promoting sustainable progress. 

These top three headwinds (opposing forces) that will make it challenging for the Kent County community 
to reach its potential:

Political & Governance Challenges – Includes local politics driven by personal agendas, transparency and 
accountability deficits, political instability, rising polarization, outdated governance structures, perception 
issues, and funding/resource allocation struggles, all hampering progress and collaboration.

Strategic Alignment & Planning Challenges – Includes challenges with misaligned goals among 
stakeholders, lack of visionary leadership, limited collaboration, inadequate resource allocation, community 
engagement, resistance to change, absence of regional planning, and insufficient inclusion considerations.

Economic & Financial Challenges – Includes challenges with lacking fiscal discipline, economic resilience, 
inclusive economic growth, diversification, and affordable housing. Also, insufficient long-term planning, 
regional competitiveness, access to capital, and safeguards against external economic shocks.
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Use or strengthen these top three tailwinds (supporting forces) that will help the Kent County community 
reach its potential in the future:

Collaboration & Partnerships Strengths – Includes the community's notable strength in fostering diverse 
collaborations, uniting public, private, and non-profit sectors, and consistently engaging in joint efforts for 
the common good and key community projects. Respondents expect that the Kent County community will 
most likely see substantial improvement or progress on this theme by 2050.

Philanthropy & Community Support – Includes the community's unparalleled philanthropic spirit, 
significant contributions from individuals and foundations, and a rich tradition of generosity, collaboration, 
and commitment to investing in vital projects and long-term community well-being. Respondents expect 
that the Kent County community will most likely see substantial improvement or progress on this theme by 
2050.

Leadership & Governance Strengths – Includes proactive and visionary leadership that is committed to 
forward-thinking, community engagement, and transparent governance. Collaborative efforts, both within 
and outside of government, demonstrate a dedication to fostering economic development and achieving 
transformative community impact.
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The future requires the following of the Kent County community:

Inclusivity – The future requires that the Kent County community prioritizes inclusion, meaningful 
representation, diverse leadership, accessible opportunities, and intentional empathy to ensure all 
community members thrive harmoniously, without neglecting historically marginalized groups.

Collaboration & Leadership – The future requires proactive, visionary leadership that prioritizes 
collaboration across sectors. Sidestep petty politics and emphasize uniting resources, fostering 
public-private partnerships, and rallying community engagement for informed decision-making, 
transcending challenges, and ensuring systemic success.

Sustainability & Future Readiness – The future requires sustainable, forward-thinking practices 
encompassing housing, education, and transportation. Emphasizing environmental protection, economic 
inclusion, and innovative adaptability, the community must foster holistic growth, prioritize green initiatives, 
and ensure responsible budgeting for a resilient, inclusive future.




